CertExams.com Updates A+ Certficiation Practice Tests
CertExams.com, a leading exam simulators provider, released an update to Comptia
A+ certification practice tests to include additional questions, and a couple of bug
fixes.
January 22, 2018 (FPRC) -- CertExams.com recently updated Comptia® A+ Certfication practice
tests to include additional features. The update to comptia aplus exam includes update to A+
Essentials, and A+ Practical Application. A couple of bugs that had been reported under specific
Windows configuration were fixed. Additionally, a feedback mechanism has been introduced,
wherein, the user could report any bug while installing/running the software at the click of a button. It
is expected to improve product quality across several Windows platforms. As on date, the software
is compatible with Windows 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems, including Windows 7, 8.0/8.1, and
Windows 10. Android and IOS (for iPhone) versions are available.
The exam simulator software is organized into two parts, one is that of exam engine and the other is
exam module. Though both have been combined into a single executable, the exam engine
provides ability to download any other test modules and install the same without having to leave the
exam environment. Important features of the exam module include support for several question
types including MCQs, Drag-n-drop, Hotspot, and Match.
CompTIA A+ Certification may be achieved by passing two constituent exams, 1. A+ Essentials
exam, and 2. A+ Practical Application exam. The exams are conducted by View/Prometric. The
practice tests, offered by CertExams.com cover exam topics and provide timed environment as seen
in the actual exam. Other features of the test engine include Learn and Exam modes, detailed stats,
bookmarking, and retake of exam by choosing any one of the options among bookmarked, wrong
answers, or complete set of questions. Detailed stats are available for review.
Other resource available include Aplus Labsim (A+ Labsim) that provides dozens of lab exercises
for thorough hands-on practice. You may check out the aplus labs by going to the product home
page.
http://routersimulator.certexams.com/aplus-lab-simulator.html
Other tests offered include Network plus exam, Security+, and Server+. Lab simulator for Net+
complements N+ exam sim by providing hands on practice in a virtual network environment.
About CertExams.com: CertExams.com is a brand website of Anand software and Training, a
privately held company, based in Bangalore, India. CertExams.com is not associated or affiliated
with Comptia® organization or any other company, and all the material is a copyright of
certexams.com.

Contact Information
For more information contact Vijay of Anand Software and Training (http://www.certexams.com)
+918026634450
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